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I. INTRODUCTION

The v'isit to the Un'ited States lvas done during the period July 1,1977-
Ju'ly 3,1978. The visit was possible to make thanks to support from:

Universìty of Connecticut

Department of Automatic Control o Lund Inst of Technology

Ni 1s Troedssons resest'ipendi um

Stiftelsen J 0 Nauclers Minnesfond

Helge Ax:son Johnsons Stiftelse
Hans Emil Hanssons fond

Landshövding Per l,'lestlings m'innesfond

I hereby want to acknowledge these contributions.

The main part of my visit was spent at the Department of Electrical
Eng'ineering, University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT. I also vis'ited
several other unjversjties and industries and participated in three

conferences:

1977 IEEE Conference on Dec'ision and Control, December 7-9,

1977 , New 0rl eans

The Instítute of Mathematical Statistics Meeting on Time Series

Analysìs, May'l-3, 1978, Ames, Iowa

Symposium on Simulation, Model l ing and Decis'ion 'in Energy Systems,

June l-2, 1978, ltlontreal .

A summary of my research activ'ities is found in Section 2. The impressjons

from conferences and visits are given in Section 3. A summary is given jn

Sectjon 4. Lists of seminarsn lectures and publicatjons are found in
Appendices A and B.
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2. RESEARCH ACTIVITIES

My research activities have been concentrated around the fo'l1owìng

projects:

Ident'ification of human operator models

A two-level est'imator for parameter est'imation

Dual control
Minimum energy controllers for process control

Model val idation

Short descript'ions of the projects and some of the obtajnd results are given

in this section.

Identification of human operator models

An area of main'interest at the System Group at UConn is models for human

operators. The research'in this field is directed by Davìd Kleinman. To-

gether with Gordon Lee and Davjd Kleinman I worked with'irdentification of

parameters in the so cal'led "optima'l control model " of a human operator.

A desription of this model can be found 'in:

Klejnman D L, Baron S, Levison B: A control theoret'ic approach to

manned-vehicle isystems analysjs, IEEt Trans Automatic Control, AC-.l6'

No 6, December 1971, 8?4-832.

The main features of the model 'is shown in Figure 2.1. The 'idea behind the

optimal control model ìs that the human operator behaves ljke an opt'imal

control system. This means that the model consists of a Kalmanfilter, a

state pred'ictor and a linear feedback from the estimated state. It is

assumed that the human operator has perfect knowledge of the parameters in

the process. The parameters'in the optimal control model are the covarìance

matrix of the observation noise, the time delay in the observatjon, the

covariance matrix of the motor noise and the weightìng matrices for the

quadrat'ic lossfunction used to calculate the optìma1 state feedback.

A lot of work has been done to model d'ifferent aspects of the human opera-

tor, for instance attention allocatjon when the operator has to look at

several instruments.

hrparaméters'iñ'thè mode'l havérearJ iêr béen seleétedih roug
-.t I il

matchìng. Is has been found that the parameters in the model are quite

independent of the controlled system. Also there'is a remarkable good fìt
between the model predictjons and experiments.

The work on 'identjfjcat'ion t¡las concentrated on steady state performances'
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'i.e. the reference trajectories are constant and the system is only

disturbed by noise. The transfer functjon and the so called remnant are

then the standard measurements from an experiment. An identificat'ion
package was developed consìst'ing of two main subroutines:

STEADY, which produces the basic human operator characteristics
(frequency domain values, optimal control gains etc) for given

parameters (t'ime delay, measurement and motor noise characteristìcs)

P0WELL, which is a non derivative optimization routine.

The subroutjne POI,.JELL was used to find a set of parameters which minimizes

a lossfunction. The experimenta'l data were given as:

Magnitude and phase and the'ir standard deviations of the trans-
fer function

The scores (essentially the integrated square of the errors in
the different control channels) and their standard deviatìons

The remnant (essent'ial1y everything that is uncorrelated wìth the

control signal) and the standard deviat'ions.

D'ifferent types of lossfunctions were used to weight the different data

together. The problem is that the data points have different dimensions,

and a lot of tjme was spent on finding relevant ways to make the we'ighting.

The ident"ification(package worked well but the computation times are quite

1ong. The subrout'ine STEADY have to be called every t'ime the optimìzation
subroutine makes a function evaluation. A result of the ident'if"icat'ion
js shown in Figure 2.2 which shows the magnìtude and the phase of the

model and the experiment. The system is in th'is case an integrator.
There ìs a very good fit between the model and the experiment except for
the low frequency drop in the phase which can not be modelled by the present

human operator model. The parameter values obtained from the ident'ificat'ion
give a lossfunction which is about half of the value obta'ined by earlier
"eye-ba1 1 " matching.

The use of jdentification to find the parameters in the model makes it
much easier to test different structures of human operator models by

changing the subrout'ine STEADY. The results were presented at the Annual

Manual Conference:

Lee G K, l¡J'ittenmark B, Kleinman D L: Identif icatjon of parameters
'in the optimal control model, The l4th Annual Conference on Manual

Control , Los Ange'les, April 25-27, 1978.
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Figure 2.2 The fìgure shows the measured transfer funct'ion and the

theoretical transfer function based on the 'identified para-

meters. The measured values are shown by rìngs (o) and the
ntal b-ar shows the standard devjiitions. Ihê f,ull line

is the transfer function of the model.
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A two-level estimator for parameter estimation

The two-level estjmator consists of two est'imators, a fine and a course

estimator. The fine estimator is the usual least squares estimator (Ka1-

man filter) that has good properties if the parameters not are varying

too fast. The course estimator consists of a set of f"ixed apriori models.

The fixed model are spread out in the parameter space. The purpose w'ith

the course estimator is that it will serve as an information network.

It wi'11 quickly detect in which area the parameters are for the moment.

The tv'ro estimators are connected via an information l'ink, which will
guide the fine est'imator towards the point jn the parameter space that
is detected by the course estimator. Details of the two-level estimator
are given in:

tnlittenmark B: A two-level estimator for time-varying parameters,

to appear in Automat'ica, January 1979.

The two-level estimator can be useful in several situations. If the

parameters'in the process are changing rapìd1y the fine est'imator has

problem to follow the parameter changes. This has been seen in connection

wjth research on dual control. The estimation can be improved by 'intro-

ducìng the dual effect in the choice of the control signal . f¡lith the

two-level estjmator the parameter estimation is instead improved by intro-
ducing the second level of models (the course estimator).
The two-level estimator can also be used to combine adaptat'ion and lear-
n'ing. In an adaptive controller there is no learning feature which takes

advantage of that the same type of s'ituation has happend before. The adap-

tive controller only adapts to the new situation as if it has not seen

the same s'ituat"ion before. A learn'ing controller trjes to take advantage

of earlier experience. The learn'ing feature can now be'incorporated in
the course estimator. This can be very useful for instance for production

changes. t¡Jhen the production is changed it is often advantageous to also

change the parameters'in the controller. Models of the process at diffe-
rent production levels can then be used in the course estimator. The

production rate can then be used as feedforward and to he'lp the course

estimator to find the best model. The fine estimator can then quickly

find good parameter estimates for the new production level. The fine
- estimatol... takas-ea,Fe o,f, Lhe f,ine adiu-çtmen-È {h-ieh--ean.be nee essary due

to other changes"in the process. The course estimator only po'ints out

the area in the parameter space where the fjne est'imator most likely
can fjnd good parameters.
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Dual control

Together with Yaakov Bar-Shalom and Carl Wenk some new ideas jn the

area of dual control were 'invest'igated. The problem with dual controllers
is the large numerical calculations. The computations are associated

with the est'imation of future loss as a function of the present control

sì gnal . Di fferent ways are presented 'in the I i terature to faci I 'i tate
the computations. For instance the loss can be computed on'ly a couple

of steps ahead. In our work we made some prei'iminar.y ìnvestjgat'ions of
other approx'imat'ions of the future loss.
In our work we assumed that the process belongs to a known finite set

of models. The controller then has to choose the most l'ike1y model based

on the observatjons. The control s'igna'l has to be chosen in order to
find the correct model and at the same time the performance of the closed

loop system should be satisfactory. In the preliminary analysìs it was

assumed that the control I er shoul d d'iscrimi nate between on'ly two model s .

It js possible to extend the results to several models. The calculation
of the future loss jnvolves the calculation of the pre posterior den-

sities that the process be'longs to one class of the models or the other.
In order to estimate the future loss the pre posterior densìty'is approxi-

mated by a b'imodal distribution. This makes it poss'ible to simpf ify the

computations of the future loss. The control sìgnaf is then determ'ined

by making a numerical search at each step of time.

Monto Carlo simulations of sìmp'le examples show that jn many examples

it is possible to ìmprove the performance by us'ing an approxÍmate

dual controller compared with a controller based on the certaìnty
equìval ence prìncip1 e.

MËnimum energy controllers for p¡qcess control

One of the maìn concerns of the process ìndustry is to reduce the energy

consumption jn the processes. The energy consumption can be considerably

decreased by using a proper controller. Many operat'ing controllers are,

however, not designed fnom a min'imum energy point of view. The control

objective has often been to min'imize the variation of the output of the

process. The set point have then been adjusted to obtain as low energy

consumpt'ion as possìble while stjll satisfy'ing constraints on the outgoing

-Br.oduct.- The ine reas jRs eneFqy ,eos-ts ,h*ve--in-a--sense.ehanged the eol'}tnol ,

objectìves. In the project a new design approach was invest'igated, wh'ich

expl ic'itely incorporates the m jnimum energy obiect'ive.
It'is assumed that the processes are described as known s"ingle input sìng1e

output m'inimum phase systems. The objective of the control is to meet the
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probabi 1 ity constraint

Pr(y(t) >Vmir,)=l-e
The energy consumption was modelled as

ct
E (u(t)') = E(u(t)') + var(u(t))

The problem was solved by minjmizing the energy consumpt'ion and using the

quality of the product as a constraint. It'is not possible to get an ana-

lytic solutjon to the probìem. The control s'ignaì must at each step of t'ime

be determìned via a numerical search pr'ocedure. The min'imum energy controller
is thus more complicated to imp'lement than a conventional controller.
Numerical simulations indicate that the performance of the new controller
is as good as or better than l'inear quadrat'ic controllers. The cho'ice of
parameters jn the controller js eas'ier for the new controller and the com-

putatìonaì burden is almost independent of the order of the system.

The new controller min'imizes a single step ahead loss function. Thìs may

cause prob'lems such as'it m'ight be necessary to use large control s'ignals

at a future step of time.
Further details of the controller can be found ìn:

Rao P K, [,'littenmark B: Suboptìmal minimum energy controliers for
process control , Sympos'ium on Simulat'ion, Modeìling and Decis'ion

in Energy Systems, lt{ontreal , June l-20 1978.

The connectìon between single step and multi step lossfunctions is further
di scussed in:

inJittenmark B, Rao P K: Comments on "S'ing1e step versus multistep per-

formance criteria for steady state SIS0 systems", to appear IEt[ Trans

Autom Control, AC-24, February 1979.

Model val i dat'ion

To determjne a sujtable structure of an identified model is an important

probl em. Most i denti f icat'ion methods are based on a g'iven structure. The

user has to test d'ifferent structures and determine which one fits the

data best. lt{any tests of structure are based on statistical ana'lysis of the

pred'iction errors, for instance the F-test. The results of the tests are

at least for real data often'inconsìstent. The choice of model and model

structure should be related to the ultimate use of the model. Most tests
e process ca

controlled. Further when makjng structure tests mostly the parameter est'i-
mates only are used and not the uncerta'inties of the est'imates. The purpose

wjth this work was to find an approximate way to predict the behavior of the

closed loop system without making any additional tests on the process.
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in the new test an approximate expressjon of the expected loss for the

closed'loop system is calculated. The expected closed loop performance is
calculated under the assumptìon that the parameters are white noìse pro-

cesses with the mean and covariances obtained from the identification
routine. In the white parameter case jt is assumed that the panameters at
each step of time is drawn from a given d'istribution. The calculated loss

and the effect of the uncertainties are calculated for different model struc-
tures. The underlaying idea is that one should choose a model structure
which g'ives a desired behavior and whìch also is as insensit'ive as possible

to errors in the parameters. The new method Ì is so far only tested on

sjmulated data. The advantages of the test are:

o It takes parameter uncertajnties jnto account

o It calculates an approxjmate expected loss of the closed'loop
performance

o Time consum'ing on-line tests or Monte Carlo simulations are

avo'ided .

Further details can be found in:

l,rl'ittenmark B, Bar-Shalom Y: Model validation from estimated closed
'loop performance, Submitted to the 5th IFAC Symposium on ldentification
and System Parameter tstimatjon, Darmstadt, September, 1979.
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3. STMINARS, LECTURES AND VISITS

A list of seminars and lectures that I held'is found ìn Appendix A. During

the fall 1977 I had a graduate course in ldentification of dynamic systems

at the University of Connect'icut. The course was on 42 hours and contained

lectures, exerc'ises and a test case. Graduate students from the unìvers'ity

as well as people from the industry participated in the course.

Honeywe'll Inc., Minneapoljs, 0ctober 11'12, 1977

I v'isited the Systems and Research Center and had d'iscuss'ions with Rhall

Pope, Günter Stejn, Charlìe Harvey and Jim Hauge. There was a great inte-
rest in applications of self-tunìng regu'lators on several types of pro-

cesses.

The Systems and Research Center are making fundamental research and app-

lications as a contractor for the defence, NASA and other d'ivisions of
Honeywel'l .

Un'iversity of Massachusetts, Amherst, 0ctober 
.l8, 

1977

I had discussions mainly with Dick Monopoli. hle discussed adaptìve control

and education 'in automat'ic control.
Earlier they have main'ly been work'ing w'ith continuous time systems, but

recently they have looked how the same type of ideas can be used for sampled

data systems.

I also d'iscussed education. The fall 1977 was the first time that they in

the introductory course in control treated continuous and djscrete time

systems in the same course. According to their experìence there was no

problems for the students to learn about the two types of systems in parallel.
The used the book: Sancedo, Schiring: Introduct'ion to continuous and di-
gital control systems, MacMìllan 

.l968. 
The book is not perfect to use since

there is real'ly no interaction between the continuous and d'igìta1 parts of
the book.

Honeywel I Inc. , Fort hjashinqton, December 5, 1977

The process control divis'ion of Honeywe'll is jn Fort t,rlash'ington, iust out-

side Phìladelphìa. Among other th'ingsl that they are producing at Fort tllash-

'ington l's the TDC 2000 system. This is a hierarcal system for process con-

trol based on m'icro and min jçqwq!er.¡,_ JlLe_ "1qwq-S!-_'l_eVII . i! t-þe. deç"fl-t¡ql-i-4d

microprocessors which controls one or several local 1oops, majn'ly usìng

different versions of PID-controljers. The parameters of the controllers
as well as set poìnts can be changed from the higher level computers. The

TCD 2000 system has been a great success and at Honeywell one believe that

thjs 'is a good way to buìld decentr"alized process control systems.
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Conference on Decisjon and Control, New 0rleans, December 7-9, 1977

The CDC conference r,rlas held in Nevv 0rleans and I had many possibilities to
discuss with people from all over the US and also from [urope. The quafity
of the conference was much better then the at an average conference and

people were openminded and willing to discuss thejr research. I was v'ice

chajrman at the sess'ion an Adaptìve Contro'l Systems.

The conference proceedings are available at the department in Lund.

Case hjestern Reserve Un'iversi ty, Cleveland, January 17, 1978

I v'isìted the Department of Systems Engineering and Information Sciences.

Steve Kahne is the head of the department and we discussed among other
th'ings a student exchange program between Case and univers'it'ies in Sweden.

l,{e also díscussed the possibjlities to organize a workshop on seìf-tuning
regu 1 ators .

The exchange program has been set up between Case and Uppsaìa. The intension
is that undergraduate students will get the possibìlity to take courses at
Case. One estimates that l0-20 students will go to Case every year.

Prof Irving Lefkowitz described the research program at Case. Apart from

usual sources for grants as NSF they have an industrial sponsor group The

sponsor group has been working sìnce 1954 and there is now e'ight industries
in the group The fonds are freely used by the department to support gra-
duate students in different feasibìlity studies. The areas are determined

by the department.

The laboratory facilit'ies for control were ljmited and included some of the

most common experìments as level control etc.
The department'is now in progress of buying a hierachal computer system

from Foxboro. The new systern will have the facility to make ìt easy to
connect different physìca1 processes to the computer and to make communi-

catjon between dìfferent computers.

3M Company, St Paul , January lB, 1978

I met Kris Burhardt and Assad Alam. Burhardt is responsjble for the

control group whjch solves control and measurement problems for other sec-

tions of the company. For the moment one is interested'in self-tun'ing regula-
tors and have made an'installation on a LSI-Il. The computer is going to
be used on different processes to test the feasibility of self-tuning regu-

minany expeefräentE ðn Fêãl pFõëêssêS änd piÏoÈpJantS havê

been done and they have found that the basic self-tuning regulator has

a good performance.

When sìmulating a process on an analog computer they have notjced bursts.
The problem occured when the noise level was very low and when there was an
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exponential decay of old'informatjon. l¡le discussed different ways to avojd

the problem. The had avoided the problem by introducjng a "knowledge factor",
which is defined as the norm of the ga'in in the Kalman filter. t¡Jhen the

knowledge factor is small they stop the updating of the parameters and the

P-matri x.

University of Minnesota, Minneapol'is, January 19, 1978

I discussed with Fred Baì1ey, Bruce Lee, Pat Kumar and George Stefanopolis.
The seminar I held was transm'itted via cable to sìx different industries
in the ne'ighborhood of Minneapolis. Seminars and some regu'lar courses are

transmitted over the network.

For the undergraduate courses they had a computer aided des'ign package

implemented on a PDP-8. The students can compute Bode díagrams, root locus,
power spectrum" The program package is used in several d'ifferent courses

for instance control, aucustics and filter design.

They used ana'log computers and an electrical servo system similar to the

systems used in Lund for the introductory course ìn control. The servo'is
also used to make digital control and the students ìnvestìgate the influence
of the different parameters in a d'ig'itaì PID-control ler.
I also djscussed decentraljzed control w'ith Bailey. He pointed out that'it
is difficult to formulate a good decentral'ized problem if one does not

incl ude some cost forinformation exchange"

Rensselaer Polyte chnic Institute, Tro.y, February 23, l97B

I met and discussed with Howard Kaufman, Bob Redinbo and Mike Wozny.

Kaufman is working on a model reference type of adaptive systems, conti-
nuous tìme systems without noise, where one wants perfect model fo1'lowing.

The type of solut'ion is sjmilar to Landau-s but the conditions are simp'ler.

Redinbo'is'in computer sc'ience and they have des'igned an array processor,

whìch makes ìt possible to considerably speed up the computatìons for
instance when making FFT.

Wozny ìs ín charge of the computìng fac'ilitjes. They have a dual Prjme

system with 4 terminal (wì'l1 shortly be extended to 36 terminals). They

have programs for classical des'ign which the students can use during the

course work.

Wozny was last year at NSF where he was "in char ge of the ts in the area

of control and operat'iona1 research. The total amount for the grants was

$3M per year. 25% was for 0R and the rest for dynam'ical systems research.

One maìn area was large systems. There were smaller activitjes in adaptive

control but he regarded that as a very promising area.
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Institute of Mathematical Statistics Meet'inqn Ames" May l-3, 1978

The IMS meet'ing was on Time Series Ana'lysis and I was inv'ited to have a

lecture on self-tuning pred'iction and smoothìng. After the lecture I had

several interesting discussions wìth peopie about the sel-tuning ìdea.

McGill Un'iversjty, Montreal, May 3lo 1978

I discussed mainly with Pieme Belangêr about self-tuning regulators. They

have good experìence of simulations and applications. They have used a self-
tunìng regulator to control a titanium dioxide kiln. By using a self-tuning
regulator^ it was possible to increase the percent of time for the pr"oduct

to be withing the specifications from 64% to B5%. Also it was found that
the self-tuning reguìator decreased the transtion times at grade changes.

The time for a grade change have at some occations been decreased from

l0-12 hours to 2 hours. Due to lim'itations in available memory space in
the online computer it was necessary to use a small number of parameters.

This was made possible by using as the process the closed loop combìnation

of the kiln and a fixed regulator.

Symposium on Simulation Modelling and Decision 'in Energy Systems, Montreal ,

June l-2, 1978

This was a conference with about half of the part'icipants from the universi-
t'ies and half from the industry. I had two papers at the conference. One

on minimum energy controliers, see Section 2. The other paper was:

Hamza M H, Sheirah M A, hj'ittenmark B: Pred'ictìon of natural

gas dìsposìtion.
This paper is based on'investigatìons I d'id in Calgary 1974 concerning

predìct'ion of gas consumpt'ion in a gas network in Alberta, Canada. The

self-tuning predìctor has been used to make one-month-ahead predictions

using monthly data from sìx years. It was found that the self-tun'ing pre-

dictor makes a good prediction and can adapt to the increasing amplitude

i n the year'ly osci I I ati ons .

Yale University, New Haven, June 29, 1978

I had a long interesting discussion with Steve Morseo who'is very interested
in the connections between model reference adaptive controllers and self-
tuning regulators. He has been working on find'ing conditions when continuous

rr': *tTtode,'l-referênee-adâ,pti,Ve eônefolÌêrSrare glöbä]Ty 5€a5Tê :iF{é+ãË- deÈítê?=. .'

set of equatìons which ìncorporates the essential problems and they are now

analyz'ing the equat'ions'in order to find new conditions for stab'i1ìty.
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Unjversity of Connectjcut, Storrs
The department I vistied consists of two subdepartments: Electrical tngineering
and Computer Science. In the tlectrical Engineering department there is a

large interest in control systems. An jnformal Systems Group consjsts of
David Kleinman, Yaakov Bar-Shalom, Charlie Knapp and Dave Jordan.

David Kleinman,is mainìy workìng in the area of human operator models, see

Section 2. Two MS students, two PhD students and one postdoctorat fellow
were also working in this field. The current interest'in the human operator
modelling were for instance the influence of acceleration stress and atten-
tion al location.
Yaakov Bar-Shalom is working in the field of adaptìve and stochastic control.
This type of control has been used on econometric models.

Charlie Knapp is working with Kalman filters and estimation. Dave Jordan

has done work ín design of sampled data systems using pole-placement tech-
n'ique.

The facilities jn the control laboratory is very limjted. Late during my

v'isìt they got a PDP 11/60 system, whjch is going to be used for the re-
search on human operator models, both for batch computat'ions and for expe-

riments. They are also going to'install a centrìfuge, which can be used to
s'imul ate accel erat'ion sress .

For analysis andsynthes'is of control systems they have a good program libra-
ry, mainìy deve'loped by David Kleinman. The library contains subroutines for
matrjx and polynomìa1 calculat'ions for computing linear quadratic controllers.
At the department there was a good serie of seminars by people travellìng
through Storrs. Also every week there was an internal seminar held by

the staff and the students

The students and the staff at the university have easy access to computers.

The Computer Center had many term'inals at the Center and at different loca-
tions at the campus. Most programs were run from terminals. This made it
easy to use the computer at all levels of the educat'ion.
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4. SUMMARY

My visit to USA was a very good experience and gave me many possibilitjes to
discuss w'ith people in my field of jnterest. This'interaction has been

very stimulating and have given man/ new ideas.

It'is very difficult to summarize the'impressions since I visited so many

different kind of places. Some final remarks can, however, be of interest:
o Most universities have more computer time available than we are

used to'in Lund. Also there are more terminals available at diffe-
rent locations at the campuses. There are, however, very few p'laces

where they have made a large effort to build up good program libra-
ri es 'in the control f i el d.

o There were very few control laboratories at the places I visited.
Most laborations were done using computer simulations.

o Most people were uncertain in which direction the control fjeld
is ( should be) moving. Many talked about decentral'ized control
and large scale systems. Also the feeling was that in the next com'ing

years one will rsee many more applications of advanced control of
industrial processes.
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APPENDiX A

LIST OF SEMINARS AND LECTURES

1977

Fal I 1977

September 20

0ctober l2

0ctober lB

1978

January 1 7

January '19

February '14

February 2ì

February 23

February 28

March 7

Apri ì 4

April ll
May 2

May 8

May 31

June 2

Identification of dynamìc systems (14 lectures, 42 hours)

UConn

Des'ign of digita'l control lers, UConn

Self-tuning algorithms for control, prediction and smoothing,

Honeywel I, Minneapol ìs
Self-tuning algorithms for control, pred'iction and smoothing,

Un'iversity of Massachusetts, Amherst

Self-tun'ing algorithms for control, prediction and smoothìng,

Case lrlestenn Reserve Uníversity, Cleveland

Self-tuning algorithms for control, predìction and smooth'ing,

University of Minnesota, Minneapol'is

Introduction to self-tuning regulatorso UConn

Self-tuning regulators - The algorithm, UConn

Self-tuning a'lgorithms for control, prediction and smoothing,

Rensselaer Polytechn'ic Instjtute, Troy

Self-tunjng regu'lators - The properties of the algorithm,
UConn

Self-tuning regulators - Pole placement algorithms, UConn

Self-tuning algorithms for prediction and smoothing, UConn

Industrial appìications of self-tuning regulators, UConn

Self-tuning algorithms for control, pred"iction and smoothing,

Invited presentation at the Institute of Mathematical Statis-
tìcs Meeting on T'ime Series Analysis, Iowa State University,
Ames

Adaptive control - Industrial tool or academ'ic toy, UConn

Self-tuning algorithms for control, prediction and smoothìng,

McGi I I Universi ty, f',lontrea'l

Suboptimal nrinimum energy controllers for process control,
Symposium on Simulation, Modelling and Decjsion in [nergy
Systems, l4ontreal

e unlng a 90r1 0r conune

Yale Universityo New Haven

ro 'Pr 1C on an smo0 [9'
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APPENDIX B

LIST OF PUBLICATIONS

t¡littenmark B, Rao P K: Comments on "S'ing1e step versus mult'istep performance

criterja for steady state SIS0 systems", Accepted for pub'lication jn

ItEE Trans on Automatic Control, February 1979

|,rJittenmark B: A two-level estimator for time-vary'ing parameterso Accepted

f or publ i cat'ion i n Automat'ica , Janua ry 1979

Lee G K, l^Jìttenmark B, Kle'inman D L: Identification of parameters in the

optimal control model, The l4th Annual Conference on Manual Control,

Los Angeles, April 25-27, 1978

Rao P K, hlittenmark B: Suboptimal minimum energy controllers for process

control, Symposium on Sjmulation, Modelìing and Decis'ion in Energy

Systems, Montreal, June l-2n 1978

Hamza M H, Sheirah M A, Wittenmark B: Prediction of natural gas dispo-

s'it'ion, Symposium on Simulat'ion, Modellíng and Decision'in Energy

Systems, Montreal, June l-2, 1g7B

l¡Jittenmar"k B: Self-tuning a'lgorithms for control , predìction and smoothing,

inv'ited paper at the Institute of Mathematical Statist'ics Meeting on

Time Series Analysis, Ames, May l-3, 1978

L'l'ittenmark B, Bar-Shalom Y: Model validation from estimated closed loop

performance, Submitted to the 5th IFAC Symposium on Identification and

System Parameter tstimat'ion, Darmstadt, Septembero 1979

Âström K J, Westerberg B, t,rljttenmark B: Self-tuning controllers based on

pole-p'lacement design, Department of Automatìc Control, Lund Inst'itute
of Technology, LUTFD?/ (TFRT-3148)/1-052/ (1978), May 1978


